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One year after a costly undeclared border war between Ecuador and Peru, a historic meeting
between the foreign ministers of the two countries accompanied by representatives from Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, and the US raised guarded optimism about the chance for averting renewed hostilities
and finding long-term solutions. The border between the two countries has been a tinderbox
since colonial times. A serious confrontation in 1941 was finally settled through the mediation of
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and the US.
The peace treaty ending the war, the Rio de Janeiro Protocol, was signed in 1942, with the four
mediating countries acting as guarantors. Among its provisions, the Rio Protocol called for the
demarcation of the new border between the two countries. However, the process was interrupted
before it was completed, and Ecuador has since insisted that the protocol stipulations are invalid
because of new geographic discoveries (see NotiSur, 11/13/91 and 02/12/92).
In the decades since the Rio Protocol was signed, fighting has broken out periodically, often around
the anniversary of the 1941 conflict, and has centered on the 78- km stretch of undemarcated border
in an area known as the Cordillera del Condor near the Cenepa River. The most serious clash in a
half century broke out in late January 1995. The conflict finally ended again through the mediation
of the four guarantor countries with the signing of the Itamaraty Declaration and a follow-up
agreement in Montevideo in March 1995 (see NotiSur 02/24/95 and 03/10/95).
The agreement set up a process to create a demilitarized zone in the disputed area, and authorized
an international observer team from the guarantor countries (Mision de Observadores Militares
Ecuador-Peru, MOMEP) to oversee the peace process (see NotiSur, 08/11/95). During the past year,
occasional skirmishes have taken place and both sides have engaged in frequent accusations and
political rhetoric. While most stipulations of the Itamaraty Declaration have been fulfilled, little
progress has been made toward resolving the fundamental causes of the dispute. On Jan. 17-18, the
first high-level meeting since the cessation of hostilities a highly significant meeting in symbolism
if not in substance took place in Lima between Ecuadoran Foreign Minister Galo Leoro Franco and
his Peruvian counterpart, Francisco Tudela. Representatives of the guarantor countries were also
present.
Preceding the meeting between the foreign ministers, the members of MOMEP also met in Lima to
analyze the progress made in the pacification process during the past year and to prepare a written
evaluation for the foreign ministers' meeting. Before Leoro Franco left Ecuador, government officials
in Quito said that only the sixth and last of the Itamaraty provisions remained to be carried out. That
provision called for the initiation of conversations "to find a solution to the remaining impasses"
as soon as a climate of peace and friendship between Peru and Ecuador was re-established. The
immediate purpose of the Lima meeting was to establish procedures for future negotiations to
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deal with "the underlying problems" that separate the two countries, as well as to begin to rebuild
mutual confidence to facilitate the negotiations. When Leoro Franco arrived in Lima, the vice
president of the Peruvian Congress and close ally of President Alberto Fujimori, Victor Joy Way, said
his visit was a very hopeful sign.
"The mere presence of the Ecuadoran chancellor in Lima has shown that a real willingness exists
not only to continue the conversations but to resolve the issues," said Joy Way. "This meeting of the
foreign ministers contributes to the consolidation of peace that is so badly needed on the continent,
especially in Peru and Ecuador." US Ambassador to Brazil Melvyn Levitsky said Washington
considered the two-day meeting an essential step toward settling the border dispute. "There's
always a danger of a new flare-up," said Levitsky. "That's why the two sides have got to talk. It is
a good development that they're talking to each other." A statement from the guarantor countries
prior to the meeting said they were very satisfied that Peru and Ecuador are trying to resolve the
"remaining impasses." They encouraged the two countries to continue to adopt measures to build
confidence and said they believed the obligations assumed by Peru and Ecuador under the 1995
peace treaty would be honored.
However, the president of the Ecuadoran Congress, Fabian Alarcon, warned against being overly
optimistic, saying a long-term solution will take time. He pointed out that in the past "we have had
the best of relations with Peru at certain moments, but then within a few months we suddenly find
ourselves engaged in an international conflict." Alarcon also said that, although the Ecuadoran
parliament has had serious differences with the executive on some issues, when it comes to
international policy, there is absolute solidarity and unity. "No one outside Ecuador should think
there is division in the country on this matter," said Alarcon. "When it comes to patriotic issues, we
are as one."
Nevertheless, Foreign Minister Leoro struck a positive note when he arrived in Lima. "The
important thing is that we are moving toward a final solution," Leoro said. "It does not matter how
rapidly or how slowly. The only purpose of my presence here in Peru is to find a concrete solution
to the problem facing both countries. The will exists to find the way to resolve these problems."
After the meetings ended, the two foreign ministers issued a joint statement in which they said
negotiations will continue in Quito on Feb. 22-23. "Accords were reached on continuing the peace
process, the site of the discussions, the structure of the delegations, the confidential nature of the
talks, the role of the guarantor nations, and the need to extend the operation of MOMEP," said the
statement, which did not provide details. The foreign ministers agreed that bilateral negotiations
would take place at some future date in Brasilia aimed at finding a definitive solution to the border
dispute. In addition, Peru also accepted in principle Ecuador's proposal to create a body to monitor
both countries' arms purchases. That proposal was prompted by a recent flare-up in tensions
between the Andean neighbors that threatened to derail the peace process.
Peru responded angrily to an Israeli agreement to sell four K-fir warplanes to Ecuador and accused
the US of jeopardizing its role as an impartial guarantor by approving the Israeli sale. Under US
law covering military exports, Israel must seek authorization to export the K-fir fighters because
they are built with US-made engines. Ecuador insisted that it was not initiating an arms race, but
was merely replacing obsolete planes "in complete observance of international norms and in the
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exercise of this nation's right." Only after the disclosure of extensive Peruvian arms purchases,
including warplanes, did the uproar over the K-firs dissipate. On Jan. 23, Ecuadoran Defense
Minister Alfonso Alarcon said Ecuador will continue to push its proposal that third parties such as
the guarantor countries supervise any purchases of war materials by either country "to avoid tricks
and suspicions."
In a related move, Gen. Paco Moncayo, head of the Ecuadoran army, announced that the Ecuadoran
and Peruvian high commands will meet beginning Feb. 10 to strengthen the pacification process
between the two countries. Despite the gains at the Lima meeting, one hoped-for achievement was
left pending that of exchanging lists of what each country considers the "remaining impasses."
"We brought our list to the meeting," said Tudela. "But the representative from Ecuador said that
his government had not yet finished its list, so we had to postpone that point." Some analysts
speculated that, despite Ecuadoran efforts to appear totally united on the issue, internal political
differences made it impossible to agree on what Ecuador would present to the guarantor countries
and the international community as its territorial claims.
"It is a difficult issue for the sector of the Quito government that wants to find a diplomatic solution,
because if they make a viable proposal, they are sticking their necks out with the hard-line military
and political sectors," said sociologist Graciela Larrea. According to analysts, the internal debate in
Ecuador is between the "maximalists," who take the position that Ecuadoran territory must extend
to the Amazon River, and others who are willing to concentrate on the 78-km undemarcated area.
Nevertheless, both Peru and Ecuador expressed confidence that the peace process is on track. On
Jan. 29, a communique from the Foreign Relations Ministry in Quito said that the government
is optimistic that "the search for a just and dignified solution to the border dispute with Peru is
advancing one step at a time."
The communique came on the anniversary of the 1942 signing of the Rio Protocol. In its
communique, Ecuador lamented the frequent conflicts over the years. "[The conflicts] reflect
the different positions regarding the treaty," read the communique. "The government repeats
its willingness to continue this pacification process with Peru, which will lead to a solution that,
because it is just, will be lasting." On Jan. 29, the official Peruvian newspaper El Peruano, also
observing the anniversary of the Rio Protocol signing, said, "Our countries cannot continue to leave
the topic of the undemarcated areas of the border pending on the bilateral agenda, because it forces
the postponement of development projects of vital importance to the future of both countries."
Meanwhile, Ecuadoran President Sixto Duran Ballen, whose administration is enmeshed in a
crippling corruption scandal, has said negotiating a long-term solution to the border conflict will be
left to his successor. Duran Ballen leaves office in August. [Sources: Latinamerica Press, 02/09/95;
Reuter, 01/15/96, 01/16/96, 01/18/96; Inter Press Service, 01/09/96, 01/11/96, 01/19/96; Hoy (Quito),
01/18/96, 01/19/96; Agence France-Presse, 01/14/96, 01/15/96, 01/18/96, 01/22/96, 01/23/96, 01/25/96,
01/28/96, 01/29/96]
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